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Abstract: This paper will describe a vision for a new kind of information system that can dynamically self-organise and reason over its contents. The architecture is lightweight and would be suitable for an Internet-based environment, or alternatively, a mobile or pervasive sensorised environment. The lightweight architecture will rely on dynamic links, created through the query process, to self-organise. Results will show that the linking mechanism is reliable and can be combined with knowledge-based approaches, such as semantics, to provide extra functionality over what similar systems can currently provide. An overall architecture that could be called autonomic and cognitive will be suggested. This architecture could be used locally as part of a neural-like brain, or globally in a distributed information system. Autonomic features covered will be self-organisation and self-supervision, while different levels of reasoning will allow for an overall cognitive model that may even be able to think for itself.
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1 Introduction

This paper will describe recent work based on attempts to introduce lightweight and flexible reasoning mechanisms into a distributed information system. Most of the work has already been published, but will be brought together in this paper. The aim of the current work is to build a lightweight, distributed, service-oriented and autonomic system that has cognitive capabilities. The cognitive capabilities will be realised through some level of reasoning, while the lightweight architecture requires that the mechanism for this reasoning is also lightweight.

The context of this work is to have a distributed information system, such as the Internet, but which can also accommodate a mobile or sensorised environment. As written in [13], the information system could be understood to be a network that organises information sources through the use of ontologies and intelligent links, to provide some sort of meaning to the associations. By meaningful it is meant that the associations will be understood by the user of the system. The network can also be loaded with any number of services that can intelligently process or reason over the stored information. This sounds a lot like the Web 3.0, although this work would extend the definition to also accommodate the pervasive sensorised environment. The sensors would act as data sources, providing information to a more intelligent system that could combine such information with existing heterogeneous knowledge sources. Thus dynamic and real-time aspects of an environment can also be used to answer queries.

Autonomic capabilities are realised through self-organisation and self-supervision. The self-organisation is performed through the intelligent links that automatically link sources associated with each other. This helps to optimise the network for any future querying or search activities. The
performance of the linking mechanism can be monitored and it will be shown that the performance can drop as well as improve. Thus supervision is required to monitor this and change the linking mechanism when performance starts to drop again.

The linking structure is generated through the query process. Queries will ask for information that associates certain knowledge sources. If similar types of query are consistently executed, then certain knowledge sources will be consistently associated together. If this can be recognised then these sources can be linked and then when one of the sources is used, the others can automatically be retrieved as well. If there are many potential sources that can answer the query, then this will help to optimise the query process. As these links are built from the results of executed queries, they also reflect the use of the system, or what the users want to retrieve. Thus they also reflect the knowledge of the users of the system and so could be used for more knowledge-intensive queries. In fact, they can be used to perform some level of reasoning over the stored information.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 will describe the network structure and lightweight architecture. The self-organisation is closely associated with the query process and so these will both be described in section 3. Section 4 will describe some related work in the areas of AI and network systems. Section 5 will present some test results and section 6 will describe the self-supervision possibilities. The reasoning possibilities will be described in section 7, while section 8 will describe the overall vision for a new cognitive model. Finally, section 9 will discuss some conclusions on the work.

2 Network Structure

The intention of this work is to provide a lightweight architecture on which to build service-based networks (SOAs). As such, heavy knowledge-based approaches are not preferred, but knowledge provided from structures such as ontologies are essential. The difference is to try and integrate or distribute this knowledge throughout the whole network in a lightweight way. The network structure is to be hierarchical, constructed from semantics. This hierarchical structure is permanent and can be built from existing ontology information. It uses the sub-class relation to associate semantically related concepts, where metadata at each node can describe its sub-tree. Thus existing knowledge can provide very efficient navigation by itself. Also required however are temporary views of the network that reflect the current use of the system. If the use of the system changes, then so do these views. These views can be built from dynamically created links between the sources related through the query process. These links can complement the permanent semantic organisation and can be used to further optimise the search process. They will also help to distinguish between several sources of the same type that might be used to answer a query. Particularly in a pervasive sensorised environment, you could imagine several sensors all returning similar information to a system. If just the relevant sensor, based on its value or even location, could be identified, then this could help to optimise the query process. The organisation is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 gives an example of one of these information networks, or ‘knowledge networks’ as they have been called in recent work. This network describes the topic of ‘weather’ and has been semantically constructed from an ontology on that subject. Thus ‘wind’ is a sub-concept of weather, and ‘wind force’ and ‘wind direction’ are sub-concepts of wind, etc. A user can query this network and use a ‘Select-From-Where’ statement to ask for specific values for specific concepts. For example, the user might ask what clothes he should wear when it is windy and rainy. This could link wind force nodes, rain nodes
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Fig. 1. Example of a ‘knowledge network’. 
and clothes nodes (raincoat) together. Through the permanent hierarchy, the main navigation is accounted for, but the network contains two wind force nodes and two rain nodes. Depending on the values that these return, only one wind force node (WF2) and one rain node (R1) is typically associated with the raincoat node to answer the query. Thus through consistently executing this query and associating the same nodes, links are built up between the related sources, as shown by the dashed lines. Once these links have been built up, if the same query is executed again, these sources will know about each other and can be returned directly to answer the query. Thus nodes WF1 and R2 do not need to be looked at and so some degree of optimisation has been achieved.

These links can be created by the network feeding the results of previous queries back through itself. The nodes used to answer the query can represent the links through weighted references to each other. Through consistent associations the weight will pass a threshold value, when it will be considered to be a reliable link. However, if the association is then lost, the weight value can drop below the threshold again, when the link will eventually be removed. Thus the linking process is dynamic and will reflect the current use of the system. Note that the relation between raincoat and the weather concepts might not be known beforehand, or even be semantically sensible, and so this linking mechanism can add something extra to any semantically organised information.

3 The Query Process and Self-Organisation

A query process is required to allow a user to retrieve information from the network. Tests have tried a standard ‘Select-From-Where’ statement, although, there are now other types of query construct. This allows a user to select certain values from certain source types where certain conditions are true. The querying process being adopted here is a two stage process. The first stage searches for potential sources that can answer the query and the second stage then queries the sources to retrieve their values. The first stage can also be used as a search engine that is guided by the hierarchy and links. A two stage process is really required because the ‘Where’ clause comparisons need to compare different source types. This means that the locations of all relevant source types need to be retrieved first, because the results of each comparison cannot be known beforehand. Although, if comparing with a specific value, then this can be done at the source. In this case, only the sources that satisfy the value-based comparison are returned.

The network needs to be fed information that it can use to create dynamic links for optimisation and it is proposed that this can be done by using the results of the querying process. This is like a third stage to the query process. The sources that were used to answer each query can be informed and they can update their related link values. Each source can store a structure (link table) that records the sources related to it through the querying process. If a source is found to be used in the same query that the current source was used in, then its reference can be added to a link table in the current source. This structure can monitor related sources at different levels by assigning weights to them and allows it to recognise when a new source reference should be included or an old source reference removed. In the context of source linking, a weight is simply a numerical amount associated with a source. It can be incremented or decremented and compared to threshold values. If the weight value becomes greater than a threshold value, then the source reference can move up a level in a linking structure. The linking structure is described in more detail in section 5.

The self-organisation is based on the bio-inspired process of Stigmergy, for example, the Ant Colony Optimisation algorithm [6]. It could, however, also be called simply Hebbian reinforcement [15]. The aim of the self-organisation is to link related information sources in a meaningful way, so as to introduce more knowledge into the system. These links can then be used to guide and thus optimise any search process. Stigmergy has been widely used for optimising routes through Mobile and Ad-Hoc networks (MANETs), which is the main use for the links in the system proposed here as well. However, the mechanism for creating the links in the system proposed here is slightly different. The process is purely experience-based and there are no knowledge-based algorithms controlling the linking mechanism. Also, rather than clustering semantically similar nodes, the query process will cluster nodes based on
their use only, which could be semantically very different nodes.

The query process will need to be able to ask different kinds of question. A cognitive model that will be suggested in section 8 will describe three levels of intelligence, related to different types of query. The bottom level allows for direct information retrieval. That means retrieving information that is directly available from the information sources. The second level allows for aggregation through links. This allows for some reasoning that could return preferred or ‘best’ answers to questions as determined by the users of the network. The third level then provides possibilities for higher level concepts and reasoning. For example, if we consider the network of Fig. 1, this could allow for different types of query as shown below:

- **Direct Information Retrieval**: Is there a local shop that sells jumpers?
- **Low Level Reasoning**: What is the best type of coat to wear in the Summer?
- **Higher Level Reasoning**: What should I wear with a red shirt?

### 4 Related Work

#### 4.1 Complex Adaptive Systems

One term that covers all systems of the type being described in this paper is ‘Complex Adaptive Systems’ [16] [29]. The term encompasses more than one theoretical framework and is highly interdisciplinary, seeking the answers to some fundamental questions about living, adaptable and changeable systems. A Complex Adaptive System is a collection of self-similar agents interacting with each other. They are complex in that they are diverse and made up of multiple interconnected elements and adaptive in that they have the capacity to change and learn from experience. Al-Obasiat and Braun [1] describe that Complex Adaptive Systems share common properties and methodologies which assist them to survive, evolve and adapt to changes in the dynamic environment. Based on the work of Holland, some of these can be summarised as:

1. An agent is the main work component in the system.
2. The agents have simple, primitive constructs, communication language or protocols.
3. The agents operate individually according to stimuli-action rule instead of event-condition-action rule.
4. The environment consists of a diverse set of randomly distributed devices and services interacting together through communication protocols.
5. An existing adaptation mechanism whereby agents can vary their responses to changes.

The behaviour of these systems may not be known beforehand. With complex systems, the interactions between individual components in the system give rise to the emergent behaviour. Emergence is the process of complex pattern formation from simpler rules. An emergent behaviour arises at the global or system level and cannot be predicted or deduced from observing the behaviour of the individual components in the lower level entities. These sorts of emergent behaviours can be realised through bio-inspired techniques such as stigmergy, or swarm optimisation processes.

#### 4.2 Stigmergetic Self-Oganisation

This work proposes to base the organisation on the bio-inspired mechanism of ‘Stigmergy’ [11]. Stigmergy is inspired by the actions of colonies of simple biological creatures such as ants [6]. With this mechanism, the system learns relations through input from its environment (stimulus), without any internal knowledge of what the stimulus represents. Such bio-inspired systems can use relatively simple swarm algorithms to organise themselves, where collectively the components of the system can exhibit some form of intelligence. Related work that uses stigmergy for self-organisation has already been written about in [12] and this section repeats that description. [21] discusses the main mechanisms used in this paper for linking (stigmergy, self-organisation, reinforcement). While this paper has described the process as being stigmergic, others might argue that it is more like the Hebbian learning rule, which states that concepts that are activated simultaneously become more strongly associated. This method has been used in [15],
although their method of clustering seems to require manual user interaction rather than an automatic query process.

Stigmergy has been used widely to self-organise in MANETs (Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks). These networks are highly dynamic and need a flexible and robust mechanism that can adapt and allow them to self-organise. As these systems can be on a massive scale, some centralised controlling mechanism may not be practical. The papers [3] and [5] discuss this problem and while the self-organisation may not lead directly from the querying process, it would involve information sharing. The architecture described in [27] is close to the network architecture suggested in this paper. They also have a hierarchical structure based on super-peers aggregating other peers. However, the organisation is slightly different as the super-peers do all of the autonomic clustering. The source clustering tested in this paper is not hierarchical, but there is no reason that aggregating nodes could not also be clustered using the links. The papers [7] and [25] are also relevant, where they use dynamic linking to re-route queries as part of search optimisation.

Examples of linking based purely on the query experiences include [18] and [20]. In [18] they try to cluster nodes in a peer-to-peer network based on query workloads. They measure how similar a node’s content is to a type of query, which will mean that it is more likely to return an answer to that type of query. They then try to cluster nodes with similar workloads together in workload-aware overlay networks. They describe that the mechanism for calculating the workload value is still an open issue and could be based on a node storing statistics on the queries that pass through it. Another system that tries to associate nodes based on the query experience is called NeuroGrid [17], while [26] describes a service discovery protocol called ‘Superstring’. Superstring is used to discover services in an extremely dynamic environment but with a stable central core of nodes. This is exactly the environment envisioned for the system described in this paper. The lightweight framework allows for a dynamic MANET environment, for example, but the stable central core allows for stigmergic principles to work. They also build up a partial hierarchy based on the semantics of the concepts being searched. These examples however may be more along the lines of a search engine than the query evaluations tested in this paper.

4.3 Cognitive AI

The more intelligent aspects of this system have also been looked at previously. The system is to be autonomous [22] and should be able to reason over its contents. Autonomic components are essentially self-managing. They can self-configure, self-heal, self-optimise and self-protect. This work is interested primarily in the autonomous self-organisation of knowledge, but also in self-supervision. A cognitive model that will be ultimately suggested is neural in nature, but will use a symbolic representation for each node. This has important advantages that was recognised early on in AI research. The ‘physical symbol system’ hypothesis was first attributed to Newell and Simon [24]. Symbols are useful because they can be understood and so it is possible to tell what is happening in the system. An alternative approach to using symbols is PDP (Parallel Distributed Programming). This is more like the human brain and the classic example is a neural network. There are many references on neural networks, for example [2]. A neural network is typically made up of layers of nodes. The neural network however is more of a black box that cannot be as easily analysed. A theory of how symbols reduce to patterns in a network would be an extraordinary contribution to AI.

There is also considerable interest in multi-agent or co-operative process problem solving, including the integration of neural network and symbolic based approaches. This will be a major focus of the new cognitive model. One other area that this research would fall into would be neurocognitive systems, as described in [8]. Many computer science fields cover the problem of learning, but [8] adopts a neurocognitive perspective. This approach tries to draw inspiration from how the current brain copes with difficult learning problems. The paper describes that ‘creating artificial systems that could learn in the same way as people may be considered as the most important challenge facing science.' Thus the neural and cognitive problems are addressed. Another cognitive model that has been used to train robots is described in [23]. They use an approach called 'evolutionary robotics', where the robot’s behaviour can emerge through evolutionary self-organisation. As with CAS, the behaviour emerges through the interactions among the constituent parts.
Fu [10] is an important paper with respect to this work and notes many of the problems that this system is trying to solve, but does not give any concrete solution. One key method in this architecture is to aggregate values from several nodes to allow for reasoning from experience. This sort of aggregation has already been considered by Stevenson et al. [28] although the approach suggested in this paper is different with respect to how the aggregation is realised and possibly how it is used. If the new architecture being suggested is successful, it should be more flexible and provide more functionality with respect to reasoning, than the other models that have been outlined.

5 Testing the Querying Performance

This section will summarise some results that tested the performance of the linking mechanism. A test environment has been written to test the effectiveness of the linking mechanism. This environment can create random networks and execute random queries on those networks. A detailed description of the test environment, process and results can be found in [12] and so only a summary of the results will be described in this section. More details on the linking mechanism will also be given.

5.1 Linking Methodology

The tests have used a linking structure with three levels. These levels are separate structures that represent possible sources, monitored sources and linked sources. The possible sources structure is at the bottom and records new sources that may possibly become links. They need to be associated several more times before they can be called links. The monitor structure is an intermediary structure that stores more advanced possibilities. Having two levels here (possible and monitor) may not be necessary, but it can be helpful for resource management or may allow for initial communication when a source is shown to be related. For example, specific sources can reinforce links when they reach the middle level, even if the whole query is not answered. The linked level is the top level that then stores the references to sources that are actual links.

It is these sources that are returned as possible answers when the appropriate query is executed. Each structure can be assigned a limited amount of memory, or number of allowed references, ensuring that it stays lightweight. When this allocation is reached, to add a new reference it must first remove an existing one.

Source references are stored with weight values that can be either incremented or decremented. The weight values determine in which level the source references are stored. The weight values must reach a certain threshold value before they can be moved up a level. For example, for the simplest case, say we have a weight increment value of 0.1 and a threshold for the next level of 0.5. If a particular source is associated with the current source 6 times in a row, then its weight reaches the value 0.6, which is greater than the threshold and so its reference can be moved up to the next level. If the same query type is run again however and the source is not used, then its value can be decremented, when it will subsequently be moved down a level if it then falls below the threshold.

Additional features are also possible. For example, sources can borrow memory from each other. This means that the total amount of memory stays the same but it is better distributed. More heavily used sources can be allocated a larger amount of memory and thus can more effectively optimise. Learning algorithms might also be included to try and autonomously learn certain parameters, such as the best weight increment or decrement values.

5.2 Linking Structure

The linking structure itself is meant to record related sources for similar queries. However, it is not a caching mechanism where it stores the whole query with the sources used. It is slightly more lightweight and flexible, where it matches parts of new queries to the structure. Thus individual links can be used as part of different query answers.

The structure can allow for any level of nesting that may be suitable to the current problem. The linking structure is a reference-based structure that stores the addresses of nodes rather than the nodes themselves. The reference would typically represent the query part that the reference relates to and also the address.
of the linked node. For example, if we ask if a wind force node has the same location as a rain node and consistently retrieve the nodes WF1 and R2, the linking reference in WF1 to R2 might look like:

http://123.4.5:8888;location.rain.location.equals.R2

Where the http address is the location of the server that the R2 node runs on. The references can be used in at least two different ways. One way is globally in the network itself. It can be used to link sources that typically answer the same type of query. Then when one of the sources is queried, it can return the sources it is linked to and these can be looked at instead of needing to look at all potential sources. The links stored globally thus optimise the whole network and can be shared between all users. The other possible use is as a local view. A particular application may want to store locally references to the nodes that it typically visits for the queries that it typically answers. These may be a subset of the whole network. A description of the nodes visited by a particular application can be stored locally and monitored in the same way as the source links. Then when a new query is executed, the local view can be searched first and if it contains any relevant information this can be used instead of having to search the whole network.

5.3 Evaluation Metrics

Random networks and queries can be generated to user-specified configurations. The statistical properties of node count and QoS can then be measured for the queries executed on the networks. Queries can be created that use only the equivalence comparison (equal to), or all comparison operators (greater then, greater than or equal to, less than, less than or equal to, equal to, not equal to). The performance of the linking is then measured as the amount of reduction in node count and also as the quality of answer returned. The percentage of reduction in number of nodes visited can be measured by comparing a node count from a full search only with a node count from a linked search. Both searches are guided by the hierarchy. A full search would then look at all relevant nodes, that is, all nodes of the correct type. A linked search however would use only linked nodes if they existed, which would prune certain nodes from the search. A typical random network and query is shown in Fig. 2.

The test queries requested values from sources that were of the integer type. The evaluation function then tried to maximise the sum total for all source values requested to produce the best quality of answer. As the network is service oriented, the term Quality of Service (QoS) is used to mean the same as quality of answer. Using numerical information means that an evaluation function can reliably measure the QoS that is returned. The evaluation function tries to maximise the sum total for all source values in the answer. This was simply used as the metric to distinguish what the best answer would be and would thus specify the nodes that the linking mechanism should try to link. The full search, with access to all nodes, will always return the largest sum. If the correct nodes are linked, then a search that uses links will return a sum total similar to what a full search will return. If the linking mechanism does not link the correct nodes, then the linked search will return a smaller total. So this difference will give an indication of how accurate the linking mechanism is.

Select A.Value1 From A, B Where A.Value2 LT B.Value3

Fig. 2. Random network and query.
10 different integer values can be compared in the same way as 10 different textual words.

5.4 Test Results

This section will give the results of one set of tests based on one particular linking configuration. The mechanism that was used to dynamically link sources could be constructed from different features. These features included limiting the allowed amount of memory that each source could use in its linking structure. This would mean that the linking structure could remain lightweight. The linking mechanism could also allow sources of the same type to borrow memory from each other and these were the two features included in these tests.

For the linking to be effective it is assumed that consistent types of query needed to be executed. If every query is different and associates different nodes, then it is assumed that the linking mechanism would not work. If the query is always the same however, then it is assumed that the linking mechanism would work. So the tests tried to determine what level of variability in the type of query being asked could the linking mechanism cope with.

The queries were tested on a random network with 10 source types and 30 instances of each type. Thus there were 300 source instances in total in a network with 315 nodes in total. Each instance had 5 value types, each with a random value in the range 1 to 10. For the test results being shown, the queries were skewed with a 90:10 split. This meant that 90% of the time one of 3 source types or 2 value types would be selected in the query construction and 10% of the time one of the remaining 7 source types or 3 value types would be selected. Tests however showed that a split as low as 70:30 could also produce good results. Each test run evaluated 50000 queries and results were averaged over at least 3 test runs.

The results are shown in Graphs 1, 2 and 3. These graphs show the amount of search reduction (Graph 1) and related loss in QoS (Graph 2) when using links to answer the queries compared to a full search. The average number of links per source is also shown (Graph 3). In these graphs, ‘eo’ stands for the queries that contained the equivalence comparison only, while ‘ac’ stands for queries that allowed all of the comparison operators. ‘50’ or ‘100’ indicates the maximum number of entries that were allowed at each level of the linking structure for each source. ‘bor’ indicates that the sources were allowed to borrow memory from each other. There was also a local view that allowed 100 entries at each link level. The view would be used to select particular source instances for the first source type selected in the first ‘Where’ clause comparison.

Graph 1: Percentage of reduction in the number of nodes searched. Link structures with a view that do \((v_{\text{bor}})\) or do not \((v)\) borrow memory are included.

Graph 2: Percentage of reduction in quality of service. Link structures with a view that do \((v_{\text{bor}})\) or do not \((v)\) borrow memory are included.
Graph 3: Average number of source links stored for each source. Link structures with a view that do (v_bor) or do not (view) borrow memory are included.

Graph 2 shows the amount of reduction in QoS when using links. That graph shows that a 5 – 10% reduction is QoS could be expected, but this is compared to the optimal answer. Graph 2 also shows that the equivalence only queries performed the best with regard to QoS, as would be expected due to the smaller variation in possible query types. Graph 1 shows that as much as 80 – 90% reduction in the search can be achieved. Tests showed that in general, a larger search would produce a better QoS. This would be expected as the larger search can look at more potential sources. However, if the links being added were key, then both factors could be improved. The results also suggest that allowing the sources to re-distribute their memory allocation (borrow option) could help with the optimisation process. A slightly better QoS is achieved, although the difference is not very large in these tests. Other features were also tried to see if query performance could be improved and the results are described in [12].

6 Self-Supervision Possibilities

This section will take the results just described and show how they indicate a need for the system to be supervised to maintain optimal performance. These results have been presented previously in [12]. Graph 1 also shows that with regard to search reduction, it is possible to have too many links. This can be seen when more links are added but the search node count starts to increase again. Overall performance can be measured as a balance between search reduction and QoS. If the search increases without a corresponding improvement in QoS, then there may be too many links. Graphs 1 and 2 suggest that there may be too many links from 2000 queries (eo) or 30000 queries (ac) onwards. Graph 3 shows that the link numbers are still increasing at this stage. There appear to be optimal configurations that then reduce as more queries are executed. The reason must be that extra links are being added that are not then helping with the search process. However, when there are only 50 allowed entries at the possible links level there is not the same reduction in performance. Thus changing the number of allowed entries suggests that the linking performance could be quite sensitive. One possibility might be that the extra entries have allowed more variety in the references that make the link level, or alternatively, having fewer allowed entries has concentrated the variety at the link level and thus reduced the effect of too many links.

So increasing numbers of queries might produce too many links, or contradicting links and so there is a need for monitoring, to determine when the upper limit on performance has been reached. This monitoring process has been described in some detail in [12] and [12], where [12] argues that the loss in performance could be related to concept drift, a fault in the system or simply a change in its use. A proposed solution is also described in that paper.

7 Reasoning Possibilities

The querying mechanism that has been described in the previous sections is for direct information retrieval. It simply retrieves information that is directly available at the source nodes. The links however also allow the possibility for different levels of reasoning over the stored information. This can be done through just the links themselves, or with the help of rules. This could be divided into experience or knowledge-based reasoning, as described next.

7.1 Experience-Based Reasoning

Experience-based reasoning can use the experience of previous queries to answer questions such as ‘what is the best value for one concept based on other concepts?’, or ‘is a certain concept (or action)
The query engine answers these types of query through simple mathematical operators such as aggregation or averaging. This sort of aggregation has been used in other dynamic systems as well, for example [28]. In the context of this work, the process is as follows:

A user might ask the system what the best value for one concept is based on other concepts. The query engine searches for answers to the query and retrieves different groups of related sources that can answer the query. For direct information retrieval, an evaluation function would be required to determine what the optimal answer from all of the different possibilities would be. An alternative to this would be to average all of the possible answers to produce some kind of ‘best’ answer. It is called the best answer because it takes into account all of the previous answers that were linked, or the users’ preferred options. Thus the query answer is averaged over all of the previous user’s requests that produced links. In particular, if some count is required, for example, the most popular shop visited, this averaging query would be particularly effective. Results have shown that the linking mechanism has a positive effect on the quality of answer retrieved for these ‘best’ queries. If the evaluation function tries to optimise the value for an answer, then this will naturally skew average values towards a larger total. This will thus produce a better answer quality compared to a full search that averages over all possible answers. So as well as node count being reduced, the answer quality would naturally be improved. The second type of query simply requires links to exist between the concepts that are asked for. If any links exists then the query can return true and if they do not then the query can return false.

### 7.2 Knowledge-Based Reasoning

It is also possible to use the links with existing rules to answer queries that could not be answered otherwise. The following problem in Fig. 3 has been used previously, but provides a suitable example. The network shows three concepts of Son, Mother and Brother, with related values. Stigmergic links have been created between the Son and Mother, and the Mother and Brother nodes. The user asks if John has an Uncle, or alternatively, if there is a set of linked nodes leading to a Son source with the value of John that has an Uncle.

![Fig. 3. The Uncle concept requires a rule to be answered.](image)

Because the Uncle concept is missing from the network, a rule is required to answer this query and so existing semantic knowledge is required. The rule would specify that the Brother of a Mother is an Uncle. With this rule we can traverse the links from Son to Mother to Brother and thus conclude that John does in fact have an Uncle with the name of David. A query to ask this could look like the following [13]:

```
hasUncle Select Son.Details From Son Where Son.Name equals John
```

Because the example is so simple, this is a slightly contrived query. Essentially, the addition is an extra keyword that acts as a question. The select statement is evaluated and returns a ‘Son’ source that satisfies the conditions. The extra keyword ‘hasUncle’ then triggers the execution of a rule. The rule tries to traverse from the Son node to link all other nodes that would mean the hasUncle rule would be satisfied. As links exist, it can be determined that the hasUncle rule is true. However, the rule can only state the relation between the Son, Mother and Brother concepts. It cannot know what actual values of these concepts are linked, for example, that Susan is John’s Mother. It is only through the use of the system that associates these values together and thus creates the links that allows this query to be answered. So the linking plays a key role in generating the knowledge required to answer this type of query as well.
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links act as the facts for the knowledge-base. They are distributed throughout the system and can dynamically change with changes in system use.

8 Overall Architecture

The previous work has shown how stigmergy can be used as part of an autonomous system, to efficiently self-optimise and also provide some level of reasoning. This section will extend the model further to provide higher levels of reasoning and suggest how a new cognitive model might be developed from it. While this section will focus on a local small-scale network, the principles would apply to a large distributed network as well. [10] is an important paper with respect to this area and notes many of the problems that this model would solve. It also considers knowledge discovery and self-organisation in neural networks and bridging the symbolic-distributed gap. A neural-like structure that can understand what its nodes represent is a key feature of the model.

A smaller local network could receive inputs from its environment and then form associations between them. The environment of the network can be defined simply as its inputs and outputs. This can be controlled by an external system, or alternatively, in an autonomous system, the network could read its environment through electronic signals, for example sensors [9] or image recognition [19]. While humans with real intelligence can be selective with what they associate, a computer would also need an ‘understanding’ of its environment to do the same thing. The network would need to associate the related nodes and use a reinforcement algorithm such as Hebbian or stigmergy to form links between them.

As the network receives inputs from its environment, it must be able to select the concepts to associate with each other. By associating certain concepts together it is creating higher level and more complex concepts. The network can define the higher level concept by using stigmergy or reinforcement to form links between the related lower level concepts to create a single path through all of them. Each link in this path is also assigned the same unique key. In this way the network can recognise that this set of concepts actually represents something. This design is not only flexible with regard to the concepts that can be learned, but also with regard to the number of nodes, types of nodes and general organisation of the nodes. If a new concept is introduced, then a new node can simply be created to represent it and added to the network. An alternative way to index higher level concepts would be to create a hierarchical network as discussed previously, where a node at a higher level would reference nodes at lower levels that make up the concept. With this architecture, you could even have two higher level concepts being combined to an even higher one, and so on. It might only be a matter of convenience whether you use links with unique keys or hierarchical networks. Labelling higher level nodes is then an issue and they may also require more memory for storing. But in some cases they may improve search time as they clearly define paths through the network to the source concepts.

8.1 Integrating Rules

This network structure however is still restricted to limited reasoning over the concepts and structure that it contains. In a knowledge-based system for example, there are sets of rules that allow the system to derive new knowledge. For example, say we have the set of relation concepts described previously in Fig. 3 and we know that Susan is John’s mother and David is Susan’s brother. These relations are shown again by the stigmergic links in Fig. 4.

![Fig. 4: A network with stigmergic links between the concepts Susan, John and David.](image)

As already described, if a user asks if John has an uncle however, the network cannot answer this, because this information is missing. If we have the rule that ‘the brother of a mother is an uncle’, then...
the system can derive that David is John’s uncle. Through direct information retrieval, stigmeric links cannot answer this, but there are two ways in which a system can use the links to answer this type of query. One way to do it is to have a query-rewriting tool that re-writes the query [13] so that it can be executed on existing data, as described previously.

This query re-writing is a centralised approach but there is also a distributed approach. The alternative would be to code the rule into the network structure itself. This cannot be done through a stigmeric reaction and so a central algorithm is still required to code the uncle concept into the network, but after this the use is distributed. The concept of uncle does not exist, so the network might query a knowledge-base, which returns the rule that the brother of a mother is an uncle. A higher level concept can then be created between the nodes mother, brother, son and a new node called uncle. The mother, brother and son nodes also store data of people that have these roles, while the brother node links to the uncle node. This type of rule is shown in Fig. 5. If links between mother and son, and mother and brother can be established based on the input values, then there is a complete chain and the uncle concept can be realised. This is a slightly different query process to the one discussed previously but still relatively simple and could be implemented.

A more interesting possibility would be for the higher level concept chain of mother, brother and son to trigger the uncle concept when they are all active. After the rule is created, the links that determine when it is fired are still generated stigmerically and so this is still the main organising mechanism. This method would also mean that the network could autonomously realise concepts for itself without being queried about them. For example, if one concept is satisfied, then this could trigger another concept. If the other concept was part of another chain that did not have all related values, then the system could ask the environment for values and evaluate them. These values might then complete the new chain, which would trigger other concepts, and so on. This kind of autonomous triggering of one concept after another might be the beginning of thinking.

8.2 Generalisation

Concepts could also be generalised, as shown by the example illustrated in Fig. 6. Consider this figure, where there are two higher level concepts defined by the chains A-B-C-D and C-D-E.

![Fig. 6: Example network with two higher level concepts A-B-C-D and C-D-E.](image)

The event A-B-C-E-D then occurs. This will also form a chain but it is not recognised as a valid concept. To recognise that this is not actually a concept, each link in a concept can check its keys, where all concepts in the path must have at least one key the same. Then there is no chance of an alternative route being considered as valid. If a new route is found to be acceptable however, then either a new key is added to all links in the route, or the two routes can be given the same key to indicate alternative valid possibilities. This might be beginning to generate some understanding, where the same concepts can be applied to different situations or slightly different concepts can be recognised as
being essentially the same. While the mechanisms look plausible, this is still all theory however. The probabilistic algorithms and similarity measures required to make these decision could still be complex.

8.3 Hierarchical Architecture

The research has thus revealed three different levels of knowledge, as described by the cognitive model shown in Fig. 7.

Ontologies or semantic rules can be used at any level to organise the network or provide missing knowledge. The dynamic links then provide for three different levels of intelligence. The first level is represented by the source nodes, associated by stigmergic links. This level stores information that may be directly retrieved. The second level has been discussed in section 7. It allows for basic reasoning over the information sources through simple aggregating mathematical operators. The first two levels of this architecture have been described in the paper already, as direct information retrieval through ‘select-from-where’ statements and basic reasoning. Tests have shown that these levels are reliable. The linking mechanism can produce an 80 – 90% reduction in search with maybe only a 5 - 10% related reduction in QoS. Tests have also shown that the linking mechanism helps with the low level reasoning. On top of this, a third level could be represented by chains of the source concepts, where each chain represents a higher level concept. This would allow for more sophisticated reasoning and understanding of the information stored in the network.

Future work will extend the architecture by adding this third level to the network. This level will autonomically link concepts associated together through user input, or through information provided by the system’s environment. For example, a monitoring system could read sensor or image input to determine the key concepts in its environment. These higher level chains would have different uses. For example, the user could ask what he should cook with a tin of beans and spaghetti, when all recipe chains with these ingredients in them would be returned. More interesting is the following:

If the system monitors concepts for itself, then when one chain is realised, this could trigger a concept in another chain. The system would then try to realise the other chain by retrieving appropriate input, which could trigger another concept, and so on. The linked values would not all have to be retrieved from the environment. The original plan was for a sensorised environment to continually send information to a system that would then reason over it. However, the system could also store its own memory of related concepts or values. This might be as simple as storing the linking structure with related values. Then these values could be reasoned over when triggered.

This model thus represents a flexible way in which a network can begin to understand its contents and even reason autonomously over them. While the third level has yet to be proven, this offers genuine opportunities for introducing intelligence into the system. The model could even provide the beginning of autonomous thinking – realising things for yourself.

9 Conclusions

This work has focused on building an autonomic service-oriented architecture that can accommodate the pervasive sensorised environment. Specifically, reasoning has been a key requirement. An obvious
application of this work is in helping something like the Semantic Web [4], or mobile networks, to organise and reason over their information. The information network described would use both semantics (knowledge-based) and links (experience-based) to organise. Tests have shown that using dynamic links can effectively optimise the network with regard to the query process.

The way that the links are created allows them to be used in more knowledge-intensive queries and higher levels of reasoning have been suggested. For low level reasoning, the knowledge that is missing in the network is compensated by the knowledge of the users, allowing the network to remain lightweight. The architecture presented in section 8 however also suggests some sort of cognitive brain for a robot, or intelligent monitoring system. For this higher level reasoning, the system needs to be able to generate the knowledge associations for itself.

With increasing intelligence and reasoning capabilities, the boundaries between the localised neural-like systems and the massively distributed information systems may become more blurred, as their building blocks are quite similar in some cases. So while the system is neural in nature, the symbolic meaning of each node means that it can understand what each node represents. This provides a major advantage over existing neural network models. Thus the vision is ultimately a system that can think for itself, with all of the implications that this may provide. The distant goal will be for information or other systems to be able to operate independently of human assistance.

Some open source software used on this project, that can be used to build dynamic service-based networks, can be downloaded from the sourceforge.net web site http://sourceforge.net/projects/licas/. The software includes the linking mechanism used in this paper.
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